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Paradoxical Excitatory Impact of SK Channels on Dendritic
Excitability
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Dendritic excitability regulates how neurons integrate synaptic inputs and thereby influences neuronal output. As active dendritic events
are associated with significant calcium influx they are likely to be modulated by calcium-dependent processes, such as calcium-activated
potassium channels. Here we investigate the impact of small conductance calcium-activated potassium channels (SK channels) on
dendritic excitability in male and female rat cortical pyramidal neurons in vitro and in vivo. Using local applications of the SK channel
antagonist apamin in vitro, we show that blocking somatic SK channels enhances action potential output, whereas blocking dendritic SK
channels paradoxically reduces the generation of dendritic calcium spikes and associated somatic burst firing. Opposite effects were
observed using the SK channel enhancer NS309. The effect of apamin on dendritic SK channels was occluded when R-type calcium
channels were blocked, indicating that the inhibitory impact of apamin on dendritic calcium spikes involved R-type calcium channels.
Comparable effects were observed in vivo. Intracellular application of apamin via the somatic whole-cell recording pipette reduced the
medium afterhyperpolarization and increased action potential output during UP states. In contrast, extracellular application of apamin
to the cortical surface to block dendritic SK channels shifted the distribution of action potentials within UP states from an initial burst to
a more distributed firing pattern, while having no impact on overall action potential firing frequency or UP and DOWN states. These data
indicate that somatic and dendritic SK channels have opposite effects on neuronal excitability, with dendritic SK channels counter-
intuitively promoting rather than suppressing neuronal output.
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Introduction
Pyramidal neurons in layer 5 of the neocortex are considered to
be the main output pathway for the transfer of cortical signals to
other brain regions. Evidence from over 20 years ago indicates

that the generation of action potentials (APs) in these neurons is
influenced by active signal processing in their dendrites (Amitai
et al., 1993; Regehr et al., 1993). A variety of regenerative den-
dritic events have since been described in layer 5 pyramidal neu-
rons, including backpropagating action potentials (Stuart and
Sakmann, 1994) as well as dendritic sodium (Stuart et al., 1997),
calcium (Schiller et al., 1997; Larkum et al., 1999b) and NMDA
spikes (Schiller et al., 2000). These active dendritic events can
shift neuronal output in cortical pyramidal neurons from regular
AP firing during somatic and proximal dendritic depolarization
to burst firing during more distal dendritic excitatory input (Lar-
kum et al., 1999b; Williams and Stuart, 1999), which has recently
been linked to modulating sensory perception threshold (Manita
et al., 2015; Takahashi et al., 2016). Similar observations have
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Significance Statement

Neurons typically receive input from other neurons onto processes called dendrites, and use electrical events such as action
potentials for signaling. As electrical events in neurons are usually associated with calcium influx they can be regulated by
calcium-dependent processes. One such process is through the activation of calcium-dependent potassium channels, which
usually act to reduce action potential signaling. Although this is the case for calcium-dependent potassium channels found at the
cell body, we show here that calcium-dependent potassium channels in dendrites of cortical pyramidal neurons counter-
intuitively promote rather than suppress action potential output.
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been made in hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Golding et al.,
1999; Magee and Carruth, 1999), where dendritic spikes have also
been identified as an essential component in the emergence of
place fields (Bittner et al., 2015). Because active dendritic events
are either mediated or accompanied by activation of voltage-
gated calcium channels, they are associated with an increase in
dendritic intracellular calcium. As a result calcium-activated po-
tassium channels are likely to play a key role in regulating den-
dritic excitability and its associated impact on neuronal output.

Consistent with this idea, previous work indicates that large
conductance calcium-activated potassium channels (BK chan-
nels) can modulate the occurrence and duration of dendritic cal-
cium spikes in both cortical and hippocampal pyramidal neurons
(Golding et al., 1999; Benhassine and Berger, 2009; Bock and
Stuart, 2016b). Although less is known about the impact of small
conductance calcium-activated potassium channels (SK chan-
nels) on dendritic excitability, they have been shown to regulate
the duration of dendritic plateau potentials induced by glutamate
uncaging in hippocampal neurons (Cai et al., 2004) as well as the
amplitude and threshold of NMDA spikes in cortical pyramidal
neurons (Bock and Stuart, 2016b). To date, the impact of SK
channels on dendritic calcium spikes in pyramidal neurons has
not been investigated. At the soma, SK channels contribute to the
generation of the medium afterhyperpolarization (mAHP) and
thereby regulate the frequency of AP firing in cortical (Schwindt
et al., 1988b) and hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Sah and
McLachlan, 1992; but see Gu et al., 2008). SK channels are also
expressed in the dendrites and spines of pyramidal neurons,
where they regulate NMDA receptor activation during EPSPs
(Faber et al., 2005; Ngo-Anh et al., 2005; Bloodgood and Sabatini,
2007), calcium influx during backpropagating APs (Jones and
Stuart, 2013) and have recently been shown to regulate expres-
sion of spike timing-dependent plasticity (Jones et al., 2017). In
this study we examine the impact of SK channels on dendritic
excitability in cortical layer 5 pyramidal neurons both in vitro and
in vivo. Paradoxically, we find that dendritic SK channels in these
neurons enhance dendritic excitability leading to an increase in
neuronal output.

Materials and Methods
Slice preparation. Wistar rats (4 – 6 weeks old) of either sex were anesthe-
tized by inhalation of isoflurane (2%) and decapitated according to the
procedures approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the Australian
National University. The skull was opened and the brain removed and
immediately transferred into ice-cold carbogenated artificial CSF
[(ACSF); in mM: 125 NaCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 25 NaHCO3, 3 KCl, 1.25
NaH2PO4, pH 7.2]. During the slicing procedure, the MgCl2 concentra-
tion was increased to 5 mM to reduce cell excitability. The brain was cut
along the midline, adhered to an angled (10 –15°) slicing platform and
immediately re-submerged. Three hundred-micrometer-thick brain
slices were cut using a vibrating tissue slicer (Campton or Leica Micro-
systems) and transferred to a chamber containing ACSF at 35°C, where
they were incubated for 40 min. Thereafter, they were held at room
temperature (21°C) until required.

Electrophysiology. All in vitro electrophysiological recordings were per-
formed using an Olympus BX61 WI microscope, equipped with Dodt
gradient contrast optics (Luigs and Neumann) and a fluorescent imaging
system. Slices were continuously perfused with carbogenated ACSF at a
rate of 2 ml/min at 34 �1°C. Borosilicate glass pipettes (inner diameter
0.5 mm, outer diameter 1 mm) were pulled by a computer controlled
electrode puller (Sutter Instruments) and had open tip resistances of 4 – 6
M� for somatic recording pipettes and 9 –12 M� for dendritic recording
pipettes. Recording pipettes were filled with intracellular solution of the
following composition (in mM): 10 KCl, 130 K-Gluconate, 10 HEPES, 4
Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na2-GTP, 10 Na2-phosphocreatine, pH set to 7.25

with KOH, osmolarity 285 mOsm/L. Patch pipettes were electrically
connected via a chlorided silver wire to voltage- and current-clamp
amplifiers via amplifier head stages, which were mounted on remotely
controlled micromanipulators (Luigs and Neumann). Voltage and
current-clamp recordings were obtained with BVC-700A amplifiers (Da-
gan). Electrophysiological data were filtered at 10 kHz and acquired at 50
kHz by a Macintosh computer running AxoGraph X acquisition software
(AxoGraph Scientific) using an ITC-18 interface (InstruTECH, HEKA).

In recordings from the main apical dendrite, dendritic whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings were established 600 – 800 �m from the soma
and not more than 100 �m from the first bifurcation. During dendritic
recordings from apical tuft branches the dendritic recording site was up
to 300 �m distal to the initial apical bifurcation on secondary or tertiary
branches. A somatic whole-cell patch-clamp recording was first estab-
lished and the cell was filled with the fluorescent dye AlexaFluor 594 (5
�M; Invitrogen), which was added to the intracellular solution of the
somatic patch pipette. After allowing time for the dye to perfuse into
the cell a fluorescent image of the dendritic tree was overlaid on top of the
Dodt gradient contrast image using customized software (Dancam) to
coordinate a pair of shutters (Sutter Instruments) located before the
transmitted and epifluorescent light paths. All images were acquired with
a CoolSNAP EZ CCD camera (Photometrics). If electrode or tissue drift
was observed during the course of the experiment the electrode position
was adjusted to maintain close proximity to the soma or dendrite. In
some cases, slight positive pressure was applied (not �3 mmHg) to pre-
vent clogging of the pipette tip. Cells were excluded from data analysis if
the somatic resting membrane potential was more depolarized than �55
mV or if fluctuations in membrane potential �5 mV were observed at
any time during the recording. Membrane potentials were not corrected
for the liquid junction potential between the pipette and bath solution,
which was �13 mV.

Cells were also excluded if the somatic series resistance exceeded 20
M� or if the somatic series resistance changed by �10% during the
recording. Dendritic recordings were discarded if the dendritic series
resistance exceeded 40 M� or if it changed by �15%.

Pharmacology. Drugs were either washed in via the bath solution or
applied locally using a glass pipette. The tip of this application pipette was
broken under visual control to obtain a diameter of 20 –30 �m. This
pipette was positioned just above the surface of the slice and drugs were
locally applied using 20 –30 mmHg of positive pressure. Local applica-
tions were always made first to the dendritic recording location and then
to the somatic recording location. The area of the slice perfused during
local application of drugs was estimated to be �150 �m in diameter
based on spread of the fluorescent dye AlexaFluor 594. Local applications
of ACSF alone caused no change in the response of cells during somatic
and dendritic current injections, indicating that this application system
does not cause artifacts due to tissue movement or other unintended side
effects (data not shown).

Apamin (Tocris Bioscience) was dissolved in purified water to a stock
concentration of 500 �M and stored at �20°C until required. On the day
of the experiment apamin was diluted in ACSF to a concentration of 100
nM for bath application or 1 �M for local application. The alternative SK
channel blocker UCL1684 (Tocris Bioscience) and the SK channel en-
hancer NS309 (Tocris Bioscience) were dissolved in dimethyl-sulfoxide
to a stock concentration of 100 mM and stored at �20°C until required.
On the day of the experiment UCL1684 and NS309 were diluted in ACSF
to a concentration of 100 �M for local application. To block potential
presynaptic effects of apamin, in some in vitro experiments glutamatergic
and GABAergic transmission were blocked by bath application of DNQX
(10 �M; Tocris Bioscience), D-AP5 (100 �M; Tocris Bioscience), SR-
95531 (20 �M; Tocris Bioscience), and CGP52432 (1 �M; Tocris Biosci-
ence). The R-type Ca 2� channel blocker SNX482 (Tocris Bioscience)
was dissolved in water to a stock concentration of 100 �M and stored
at �20°C until required. On the day of the experiment SNX482 was
diluted in ACSF to a concentration of 1 �M for local application. The
high-affinityCa 2�chelatorBAPTA[1,2-bis(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-
N, N,N�,N�-tetraacetic acid] was added to the intracellular solution of
the dendritic recording pipette at a concentration of 3 mM in some
experiments.
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In vivo preparation and electrophysiology. Wistar rats (P30 –P35) were
anesthetized by inhalation of isoflurane (2%) before they were injected
with urethane (i.p., 1.5 g/kg in a 20% solution in saline). The state of the
animal was constantly checked throughout the experiment and if signs
were observed that indicated a weakening of the aesthesia (e.g., toe
pinching reflex), small doses of urethane were applied to keep the animal
unconscious. The rat was then placed in a stereotactic frame (Narishige)
and the body temperature maintained at 36°C with a temperature con-
trol and monitoring system (Sutter Instruments). A small craniotomy
(1 	 1 mm) was performed, 1.5 mm posterior to the bregma and 2 mm
lateral to the midline to obtain access to the primary somatosensory
cortex (Paxinos and Watson, 1998). To allow insertion of recording elec-
trodes, a hole was made in the dura using a needle and the exposed
cortical surface was perfused with normal rat ringer solution of the fol-
lowing composition (in mM): 135 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1.0 MgCl2, 1.8 CaCl2, 5
HEPES, pH adjusted to 7.2 with KOH. In vivo whole-cell recordings were
obtained using the “blind” patch-clamp technique (Margrie et al., 2002).
Electrodes were inserted into the brain at an oblique angle (20 –30°) and
lowered to a depth to record from layer 5 neurons. Sub-pial depths
ranged from 700 to 950 �m, as estimated from the distance the micro-
manipulator (Sutter Instruments) had advanced, taking into account the
angle of insertion. Whole-cell current-clamp recordings were made with
a current-clamp amplifier (BVC-700A, Dagan) using glass pipettes (5–7
M� tip resistance) filled with the same intracellular solution used for in
vitro experiments. Biocytin (0.2– 0.5%) was added to the solution for
visualization and histological identification of recorded neurons. At the
end of electrophysiological recordings, rats were perfused transcardially
with 0.1 M PBS followed by a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA).
The brain was removed from the skull and kept in PFA overnight. Cor-
onal slices (100 �m thick) of the somatosensory cortex were prepared
and processed with the avidin– biotin peroxidase reaction (Vectastain
ABC kit, Vector Laboratories) for visualization of cell morphology. Slices
were mounted in Moviol and cells were visually inspected under an epi-
fluorescence and confocal microscope (LSM 5 Pascal, Zeiss). Of a total of
16 in vivo recordings used for data analysis, four layer 5 pyramidal cells
were successfully recovered.

In experiments where apamin was applied intracellularly, somatic
patch pipettes were tip-filled with normal intracellular solution and then
back-filled with internal solution containing apamin (100 nM). After
break-in effects were observed after 5–15 min. Traces recorded immedi-
ately after break-in (
2 min) were used as control, whereas the impact
of intracellular apamin on cellular properties used data obtained after
5 min. All traces recorded from 2 min after break-in to 5 min were
excluded from analysis. For experiments where apamin was applied to
the cortical surface data were only accepted for analysis �15 min after
application.

Experimental design and statistical analysis. Both hemispheres from
male and female animals were used for in vitro and in vivo experiments.
Numbers in the Results section and figure legends describe the number of
cells recorded. The number of animals and brain slices used is detailed in
Table 1.

Data analysis was performed using AxoGraph X in combination with
custom programs in MATLAB (MathWorks) as well as Microsoft Excel.
Prism (GraphPad) was used for statistics and preparation of graphs. For
paired data Wilcoxon’s nonparametric matched pairs test or a paired t
test (if a Gaussian distribution could be assumed) was used to test statis-
tical significance. If groups were split on two independent variables, two-
way ANOVA was used to determine significance. For multiple datasets,
Dunn’s multiple-comparison test was performed to determine statistical
significance. Comparison of cumulative probability distributions used
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Results are presented as average values �
the SE. In the figures “NS” denotes not statistically significant, *p 
 0.05
and **p 
 0.01.

Passive membrane parameters, such as input resistance were mea-
sured by holding the cell at �70 mV and injecting multiple current steps,
starting at �30 pA and incrementally increasing by 10 pA to a maximum
of �50 pA. When assessing AP bursts, spikes were classified as part of an
AP burst if two or more APs occurred with an interspike interval (ISI)

18 ms using an automated algorithm in MATLAB. Determination of

AP bursts was also checked manually to ensure accuracy. The mAHP
amplitude at the soma was defined as the absolute value of the maximum
negative voltage difference from AP threshold (set at dV/dt � 50 mV/ms)
in a time window 50 ms after AP onset. The dendritic AHP amplitude was
defined as the absolute value of the maximum negative voltage difference
from dendritic spike threshold (set at dV/dt � 40 mV/ms) in a time
window 100 ms after dendritic spike onset. In experiments on the critical
frequency for dendritic spike generation (Larkum et al., 1999a) the inte-
gral of the dendritic membrane potential was determined during somatic
AP trains at frequencies ranging from 50 to 200 Hz (in steps of 10 Hz).
The critical frequency was then defined as the frequency at which the
derivative of the plot of AP frequency versus dendritic integral reached a
maximum. To generate the normalized integral plots, data were normal-
ized to the average integral above the critical frequency.

For analysis of UP and DOWN states in vivo the following procedure
was implemented: A median filter over 500 sample points (100 ms) was
applied to isolate the low-frequency components of voltage signals. This
trace was then differentiated and a custom-built peak detection algo-
rithm (in MATLAB, MathWorks) used to determine local maxima and
minima identifying the onset and offset of UP and DOWN states. Visual
inspection of unfiltered data indicated that these maxima and minima
accurately identified transitions between UP and DOWN states, with
maxima indicating the onset of an UP state and minima indicating the
offset of an UP state (or the beginning of a DOWN state).

Modeling. Computer simulations were performed using the NEURON
7.4 simulation environment (Carnevale and Hines, 2006). A single com-
partment, conductance-based model of length 50 �m and diameter 50
�m was used. The passive properties of the model were as follows: spe-
cific membrane resistance 10,000 ��cm 2, specific membrane capacitance
1 �F/cm 2 and internal resistance 150 ��cm. All simulations were per-
formed with the resting membrane potential set to �55 mV using an
integration time constant of 25 �s. The model included two addi-
tional conductances: a low-threshold voltage-activated calcium chan-
nel (Migliore et al., 1995) and a calcium-dependent SK channel
(Destexhe et al., 1993), modified to have an EC50 of 300 nM, similar to
experimental observations (Xia et al., 1998). The baseline intracellular
calcium concentration was set at 150 nM and the rate of calcium removal
was modeled by a single exponential decay with a time constant of 10 ms,
similar to experimental observations (Sabatini et al., 2002). The density
of voltage-activated calcium channels and SK channels were varied be-
tween 10 –200 and 0 –9 pS/�m 2, respectively, as indicated in the Results.
These values were chosen to replicate experimental data on the impact of
SK channels on calcium spikes.

Results
Impact of SK channels on neuronal excitability
To investigate the effect of SK channels on somatic and dendritic
excitability, dual recordings were established on the soma and the
main apical dendrite of layer 5 pyramidal neurons (600 – 800 �m
from the soma). Initially, SK channel activity was blocked at all
locations by bath application of the SK channel blocker apamin
(100 nM). Consistent with previously published results, this led to

Table 1. Experimental statistics: number of animals, brain slices and cells for each
individual experiment

Experiment Animals Slices Cells

Effect of bath application of apamin (Fig. 1) 8 10 10
Effect of local apamin application (Fig. 2) 9 10 10
Effect of UCL1684 (Fig. 3) 7 9 9
Effect of NS309 (Fig. 4) 7 8 8
Effect of BAPTA (Fig. 5) 5 5 5
Effect of SNX282 (Fig. 6) 5 5 5
Effect on isolated calcium spikes (Fig. 7) 5 5 5
Effect of intracellular apamin in vitro (Fig. 9) 5 13 13
Effect of intracellular somatic apamin in vivo (Fig. 9) 4 N/A 4
Effect of apamin to the cortical surface in vivo (Fig. 10) 12 N/A 12

NA, Not applicable.
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a reduction in the mAHP at the soma (Fig. 1A,B; p � 0.002 with
Wilcoxon test) and an increase in AP firing (Fig. 1C,D; p � 0.002
with Wilcoxon test; n � 10). To investigate the impact of bath
application of apamin on dendritic excitability current steps were
injected via the dendritic recording pipette, leading to the gener-
ation of dendritic calcium spikes and somatic burst firing (Fig.
1E; cf. Williams and Stuart, 1999). Similar to its effect on the
mAHP at the soma (Fig. 1B), bath application of apamin reduced
the hyperpolarization 50 ms after dendritic calcium spikes (Fig.
1F; p � 0.0039 with Wilcoxon test; n � 10), but had no impact on
somatic AP burst firing during dendritic current injection (Fig.
1G; p � 0.99 with two-way ANOVA; n � 10). Surprisingly,
apamin also led to a decrease, rather than the expected increase,
in the width of backpropagating APs (bAPs) at 25% of their peak
amplitude (Fig. 1H, I; p � 0.002 with Wilcoxon test, n � 10).
Consistent with this unexpected effect on bAP width, the critical
frequency of somatic AP firing required for generation of den-
dritic calcium spikes (Larkum et al., 1999a) was increased rather
than decreased by bath application of apamin (Fig. 1J–L; p �

0.0078 with Wilcoxon test; n � 10). These observations indicate
that blocking SK channels globally in cortical L5 neurons has
complex effects on somatic and dendritic excitability, prompting
further investigation by local manipulation of SK channels in
somatic and dendritic compartments.

Location-dependent effects of SK channels
To determine the origin of SK channel effects seen during bath
application of apamin, we locally applied apamin to the soma or
the dendritic recording site near the apical nexus (Fig. 2A). Local
application of apamin to the soma (1 �M) decreased the somatic
mAHP and increased AP firing (Fig. 2B–E; p � 0.002 and p �
0.0038, respectively, with Wilcoxon test; n � 10), as observed
during bath application of apamin (Fig. 1). In contrast, local
application of apamin to the dendritic recording site did not
affect the mAHP at the soma or AP firing during somatic current
injection (Fig. 2B–E; p � 0.85 and p � 0.63, respectively, with
Wilcoxon test; n � 10), indicating that dendritic apamin appli-
cations were restricted to dendritic regions. Unexpectedly, local
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Figure 1. Effect of bath application of apamin on cell excitability. A, Somatic AP in control (black) and after bath application of apamin (red). B, Average amplitude of the somatic mAHP in control
(black) and after bath application of apamin (red; n � 10). C, Somatic response to a 500 ms current step (bottom) in control (black) and after bath application of apamin (red). D, Average somatic
firing frequency in response to 1.5 nA current steps in control (black) and after bath application of apamin (red; n � 10). E, Somatic (bottom) and dendritic (top; 700 �m from the soma) responses
to a 300 ms dendritic current step (middle) in control (black) and after bath application of apamin (red; 100 nM). F, Average hyperpolarization after dendritic spikes (dendritic AHP) in control (black)
and after bath application of apamin (red; n � 10). G, Average number of somatic AP bursts during dendritic current injections of different amplitude in control (black) and after bath application
of apamin (red; n � 10). H, bAP in control (black) and after bath application of apamin (red; 700 �m from the soma). I, Average bAP width at 25% amplitude in control (black) and after bath
application of apamin (red; n � 10). J, Somatic (left) and dendritic response (right; 600 �m from the soma) to four somatic APs at the critical frequency (100 Hz) in control (black) and after bath
application of apamin (red). K, Averaged, normalized dendritic voltage integral during AP trains at the indicated AP frequencies in control (black) and after bath application of apamin (red; lines
represent sigmoidal fits; n � 10). L, Average critical frequency in control (black) and after bath application of apamin (red; n � 10).
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application of apamin to the dendritic recording site decreased,
rather than increased, the generation of dendritic calcium spikes
and somatic burst firing during dendritic current injection (Fig.
2F–H; p � 0.0039 with Wilcoxon test; n � 10). This occurred in
the absence of an effect of dendritic apamin on the hyperpolar-
ization after dendritic calcium spikes (Fig. 2I; p � 0.32 with Wil-
coxon test; n � 10), which was reduced by somatic apamin
application (data not shown; p � 0.027 with Wilcoxon test; n �
10). These data suggest that dendritic SK channels act to pro-
mote, rather than suppress, dendritic calcium spikes. Further,
they indicate that the AHP after dendritic calcium spikes is me-
diated primarily by somatic SK channels. These different effects

of dendritic and somatic SK channels appear to play off against
each other during bath application of apamin, leading to no net
change in AP burst firing (Fig. 1G). As seen during bath applica-
tion of apamin (Fig. 1H, I), dendritic application of apamin de-
creased the duration of bAPs at 25% of their peak amplitude (Fig.
2 J,K; p � 0.0039 with Wilcoxon test; n � 10). As also seen during
bath application (Fig. 1J–L), dendritic apamin applications lead
to an increase in the critical frequency for evoking dendritic cal-
cium spikes during high-frequency AP firing (Fig. 2L–N; p �
0.002 with Wilcoxon test; n � 10). These data indicate that the
impact of global SK channel block on bAP width at 25% of peak
and critical frequency is due to block of dendritic SK channels.
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Figure 2. Effect of local apamin application on somatic and dendritic excitability. A, Schematic of the experimental setup showing an image of a layer 5 pyramidal neuron filled with the
fluorescent dye AlexaFluor 594 together with somatic and dendritic recording and local application pipettes. B, Somatic APs in control (black) and after local somatic (green) or dendritic (red; 710
�m from the soma) apamin application. C, Average effect of local somatic (green) or dendritic (red) apamin application on the somatic mAHP (n � 10; black, control). D, Average F/I curves in control
(black) and after somatic apamin application (green; n � 10). E, Average AP firing frequency during somatic current injections (1.5 nA) in control (black) and during local somatic (green) or dendritic
(red) apamin application (green; n � 10). F, Somatic (bottom) and dendritic (top; 710 �m from the soma) responses to 300 ms dendritic current injections (middle) in control (black, left) and after
local dendritic apamin (red, right). G, Average number of AP bursts during dendritic current injections of different amplitude in control (black) and after local dendritic apamin (red; n � 10). H,
Average number of AP bursts during 1.5 nA dendritic current steps in control (black) and after local dendritic apamin (red; n �10). I, Average effect of apamin on the hyperpolarization after dendritic
calcium spikes (dendritic AHP) in control (black) and after local dendritic apamin (red). J, Backpropagating AP (bAP) before (black) and after local dendritic apamin (red; 670 �m from the soma). K,
Average bAP width at 25% amplitude in control (black) and after local dendritic apamin (red; n � 10). L, Somatic (left) and dendritic response (right; 710 �m from the soma) to four somatic APs
at the critical frequency (130 Hz) before (black) and after local dendritic apamin (red). M, Averaged, normalized dendritic voltage integral during AP trains at the indicated frequencies in control
(black) and after local dendritic apamin (red; lines represent sigmoidal fits; n � 10). N, Average critical frequency in control (black) and after local dendritic apamin (red; n � 10).
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Similar effects to those described in Figure 2 were observed in the
presence of glutamatergic and GABAergic receptor blockers (n �
5; see Materials and Methods), ruling out the possibility that the
inhibitory impact of apamin on dendritic excitability was due to
modulation of presynaptic network activity. Together, these data
suggest that somatic and dendritic SK channels have opposing
effects on neuronal excitability, with dendritic SK channels par-
adoxically acting to enhance dendritic calcium spike generation
and dendritic calcium electrogenesis.

To address potential nonspecific effects of apamin the exper-
iments described above were repeated using local applications of
the alternative SK channel blocker UCL1684. UCL1684 (100 �M)
application to the dendritic recording location in these experi-
ments lead to a decrease in the generation of dendritic calcium
spikes and somatic AP bursts during dendritic current injection
(Fig. 3A–C; p � 0.031 with Wilcoxon test; n � 9), as well as an
increase in the critical frequency (Fig. 3D,E; p � 0.031 with Wil-
coxon test; n � 9). These observations are essentially identical
to those observed during local dendritic application of apamin
(Fig. 2).

We also investigated the impact of enhancing SK channel ac-
tivity with NS309 (Strøbaek et al., 2000; Pedarzani et al., 2005).
Local applications of NS309 (100 �M) to the somatic and den-
dritic recording site had opposite effects on somatic and dendritic
excitability to that seen with apamin and UCL1684. Local somatic
application of NS309 enhanced the mAHP at the soma and re-
duced AP output during somatic current injection (Fig. 4A–D;
p � 0.031 and p � 0.025, respectively, with Wilcoxon test; n � 8).
In contrast, local dendritic application of NS309 increased burst
firing during dendritic current injection (Fig. 4E,F; n � 8) as well
as the width of bAPs (Fig. 4G,H; p � 0.016 with Wilcoxon test;
n � 8), and decreased the critical frequency for generation of
dendritic calcium spikes during high-frequency AP firing (Fig.
4I–K; p � 0.031 with Wilcoxon test; n � 8).

Finally, to confirm that apamin was working via blocking a
calcium-activated conductance, as would be expected if it was
blocking SK channels, we investigated the impact of apamin on
somatic and dendritic excitability after chelating intracellular cal-
cium with BAPTA. BAPTA (3 mM) was added to the dendritic
pipette solution and we waited at least 10 min after obtaining
dendritic whole-cell recording for BAPTA to diffuse throughout
the neuron. In the presence of BAPTA all effects of bath applica-
tion of apamin on somatic and dendritic excitability were
blocked (Fig. 5; n � 5). Following chelation of intracellular cal-
cium with BAPTA bath application of apamin had no effect on
somatic AP firing frequency and the somatic mAHP (Fig. 5A–C;
p � 0.98 and p � 0.81, respectively, with Wilcoxon test; n � 5).
Bath application of apamin also had no effect on the number of
AP bursts evoked by dendritic current injection (Fig. 5D,E; p �
0.5 with Wilcoxon test; n � 5), the dendritic AHP amplitude (Fig.
5F; p � 0.81 with Wilcoxon test; n � 5), the critical frequency for
evoking dendritic calcium spikes during high-frequency AP fir-
ing (Fig. 5G,H; p � 0.75 with Wilcoxon test; n � 5) or the width
of bAPs (Fig. 5 I, J; p � 0.63 with Wilcoxon test; n � 5). These data
confirm that the observed effects of apamin on somatic and den-
dritic excitability require intracellular calcium, as one would ex-
pect if they were mediated via SK channels. Furthermore, they
exclude the possibility that apamin is acting on channels that do
not require intracellular calcium for their activation, such as
voltage-activated calcium channels. Together with the experi-
ments using UCL1684 and NS309, these data strongly support
the idea that the counter-intuitive inhibitory effects of apamin on
dendritic excitability arise via block of SK channels.

Interaction of SK channels and R-type calcium channels
Calcium-activated potassium channels can be activated by cal-
cium influx through distinct calcium channel subtypes (Marrion
and Tavalin, 1998; Pineda et al., 1998; Fakler and Adelman,
2008). To investigate the calcium source driving SK channel ac-
tivation during dendritic calcium spikes we tested the impact of
the R-type channel blocker SNX482 (1 �M). Recent evidence
indicates that calcium influx through R-type voltage-activated
calcium channels drives SK channel activation in the dendrites
and spines of cortical layer 5 pyramidal neurons during bAPs
(Jones and Stuart, 2013). Furthermore, R-type channels are
known to be activated during dendritic calcium spikes in these
neurons (Pérez-Garci et al., 2013). In these experiments, SNX482
was locally applied to the apical dendritic recording site alone and
subsequently in combination with apamin. Blocking dendritic
R-type calcium channels with SNX482 decreased dendritic excit-
ability leading to a reduction in burst firing (Fig. 6A–C; p �
0.0191 with Dunn’s multiple-comparison test after a one-way
ANOVA; n � 6). Importantly, application of apamin in the pres-
ence of SNX482 had no additional impact on burst firing gener-
ated by dendritic current injection (Fig. 6A–C; p � 0.999 with
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Dunn’s multiple-comparison test after a one-way ANOVA; n �
6). Consistent with these observations, application of SNX482
alone also significantly increased the critical frequency, whereas
adding apamin in the presence of SNX482 had no further impact
(Fig. 6D–F; p � 0.0032 and p � 0.99, respectively, with Dunn’s
multiple-comparison test after a one-way ANOVA with Wil-
coxon test; n � 6). These findings suggest that R-type calcium
channels are the primary calcium source for SK channel activa-
tion during dendritic spikes. Furthermore, they indicate that
block of R-type calcium channels both mimics and occludes the
effect of SK channels on dendritic excitability.

Impact of SK channels on dendritic excitability in the absence
of APs
To investigate the impact of SK channels on dendritic excitability
in the absence of somatic APs, dendritic current injections at
distal locations were used to evoke isolated dendritic spikes. Dual
whole-cell recordings were established on the soma and the first-,
second-, or third-order branches of tuft dendrites of layer 5 py-
ramidal neurons in these experiments (Fig. 7A; 700 – 870 �m
from the soma). Apamin or NS309 were applied locally to the
dendritic recording site to modulate SK channel activation. Den-

dritic current injection via the dendritic recording pipette evoked
local dendritic calcium spikes, which propagated to the soma but
did not elicit somatic AP firing (Fig. 7B,C). Modulating dendritic
SK channel activity did not change the peak amplitude of isolated
dendritic calcium spikes, but did change their duration. Local
dendritic application of apamin decreased the half-width of iso-
lated dendritic calcium spikes (Fig. 7B,D; p � 0.039 with Wil-
coxon test, n � 5), whereas local dendritic application of NS309
increased dendritic calcium spike half-width (Fig. 7C,E; p �
0.010 with Wilcoxon test, n � 5). These results show that the
impact of SK channels on dendritic excitability occurs locally and
is not dependent on somatic AP firing.

Finally, we investigated the impact of local applications of
apamin and NS309 on dendritic input resistance. In contrast to
the absence of an impact of either of these compounds on somatic
input resistance, apamin and NS309 had opposing effects on the
input resistance of distal apical tuft dendrites. Blocking dendritic
SK channels via local application of apamin to the distal dendritic
tuft increased dendritic input resistance by on average 7%,
whereas local application of the SK channel enhancer NS309 de-
creased dendritic input resistance by 9% (Fig. 7F). When nor-
malized to their respective controls, a significant difference was
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observed on the impact of these SK channel modulators on input
resistance in distal tuft dendrites (Fig. 7G; p � 0.016 with Mann–
Whitney test; n � 5). These data suggest that in contrast to SK
channels at the soma, SK channels in the distal apical tuft of layer
5 pyramidal neurons may be active at resting membrane
potentials.

Modeling the impact of SK channels on calcium spikes
The observation that dendritic SK channels are potentially active
at resting membrane potentials may underlie their counter-
intuitive effects on dendritic excitability. To test this idea we built
a single compartment model that included both SK channels and
a voltage-activated calcium channel. In this model we set the SK
channel EC50 to 300 nM, as observed experimentally (Xia et al.,
1998), and the internal calcium concentration to 150 nM. Increas-
ing the SK channel density lead to hyperpolarization (Fig. 8A), as
a result of constitutive SK channel activation. This effect occurred
over SK channel densities that were physiologically realistic (1–10
pS/�m 2). Importantly, this SK-dependent hyperpolarization re-
moved inactivation of voltage-activated calcium channels (Fig.
8B). This promoted the generation of calcium spikes in models
where the density of voltage-activated calcium channels was high
(Fig. 8C,D), whereas when the density of voltage-activated cal-
cium channels was low SK channels inhibited calcium spike gen-
eration (Fig. 8E,F). By varying the SK and calcium channel
densities we found that both excitatory and inhibitory effects of
SK channels on calcium spike generation could be observed over
a physiologically relevant range of SK channel densities (Fig.
8G,H). In summary, these simulations indicate that constitutive
activation of SK channels can remove inactivation of voltage-
activated calcium channels, enhancing calcium spike generation
under some conditions. This counter-intuitive effect of SK chan-
nels on calcium spike generation may explain the excitatory effect
of dendritic SK channels seen experimentally.

Impact of SK channels in vivo
To investigate the effect of SK channels on dendritic integration
in vivo we used intracellular application of apamin to block SK
channels (Szente et al., 1988). Consistent with the idea that intra-
cellular apamin blocks SK channels, application of apamin (100
nM) via the somatic recording pipette had similar effects on the
somatic mAHP and AP firing in vitro to extracellular apamin
application. Inclusion of apamin (100 nM) in the somatic record-
ing solution led to a 22% reduction in the mAHP (p � 0.042 with
Wilcoxon test; n � 13), with subsequent bath application of
apamin having no additional effect (Fig. 9A,B; p � 0.94 with
Wilcoxon test; n � 13). AP firing frequency during somatic cur-
rent steps was also increased after intracellular application of
apamin (p � 0.034 with Wilcoxon test; n � 13), with subsequent
bath application of apamin having no additional effect (Fig.
9C,D; p � 0.89 with Wilcoxon test; n � 13). That intracellular
application of apamin had similar effects on somatic excitability
to extracellular application, combined with the fact that subse-
quent extracellular application of apamin had no additional im-
pact on somatic excitability, indicates that intracellular apamin
application is effective in blocking SK channels.

Next, we used this method to determine the impact of somatic
SK channels on neuron excitability in vivo. Whole-cell recordings
were obtained from neurons in layer 5 of somatosensory cortex in
anesthetized rats. To obtain data as soon as possible after break-in
we analyzed the impact of intracellular application of apamin
(100 nM) on spontaneous APs evoked during UP states. The
mAHP amplitude of these APs 15 min after break-in was de-
creased by 28% compared with that observed immediately (
2
min) after obtaining whole-cell recording (Fig. 9E,F; p � 0.046
with Wilcoxon test; n � 4). Furthermore, we found that the
average number of spontaneous APs during UP states increased
significantly 15 min after break-in compared with that obtained
immediately (
2 min) after obtaining whole-cell recording (Fig.
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9G,H; p � 0.039 with Wilcoxon test; n � 4). These results are
essentially identical to our findings during internal SK channel
block in vitro (Fig. 9A–D) and are consistent with our findings
during somatic SK channel block (Fig. 2A–E). We conclude that

as observed in vitro, the primary role of
somatic SK channels in vivo is to reduce
the overall AP output of layer 5 pyramidal
neurons.

We next determined the impact of
dendritic SK channels on neuronal output
in vivo. To block dendritic SK channels
apamin was applied to the surface of the
cortex above the recorded cell at a high
concentration (10 �M; 10 times that used
during local dendritic applications in
vitro). We anticipate that these applica-
tions of apamin will preferentially block
SK channels in the upper cortical layers,
which contain the apical tuft dendrites
of layer 5 pyramidal neurons. To test
whether these extracellular applications
influence network activity we analyzed
their impact on subthreshold membrane
potential changes during UP and DOWN
states. Membrane potential changes dur-
ing UP and DOWN states were well fit
with double Gaussian distributions (Fig.
10A–C). Application of apamin to the
cortical surface had no impact on the half-
width (Fig. 10D; p � 0.65 during UP states
and p � 0.45 during DOWN states with
Wilcoxon test; n � 12) or mean of Gauss-
ian fits to subthreshold membrane poten-
tial changes during UP and DOWN states
(Fig. 10E; p � 0.68 during UP states and
p � 0.64 during DOWN states with Wil-
coxon test; n � 12). This analysis suggests
that apamin applications to the cortical
surface do not have a significant impact
on subthreshold membrane potential
changes and therefore network activity.

We next evaluated the impact of
apamin application to the cortical surface
on AP output. In contrast to the effect of
intracellular SK channel block, applica-
tion of apamin to the cortical surface did
not lead to a change in the somatic mAHP
(Fig. 10F; p � 0.93 with Wilcoxon test;
n � 12) or the number of APs generated
during UP states (Fig. 10G; p � 0.95 with
Wilcoxon test; n � 12). These data suggest
that apamin did not diffuse to layer 5 and
block somatic SK channels. Consistent
with the idea that blocking dendritic SK
channelsreduceshigh-frequencyAPburst fir-
ing, as seen in vitro (Fig. 2F–H), cumula-
tive probability plots of the ISI during UP
states indicated that application of
apamin to the cortical surface shifted the
ISI distribution to longer ISIs (Fig. 10H;
p � 0.042 with Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test; n � 12). In addition, when looking at
the distribution of APs during UP states

an effect of SK channel block in the upper cortical layers became
apparent. Under control conditions, there is a bias for APs to occur
during the initial 300 ms of UP states, which is absent following
application of apamin to upper cortical layers (Fig. 10I). To quantify
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this bias, the ratio of the average number of APs during the first
300 ms of an UP state was compared with that during the subse-
quent 300 ms. Under control conditions this ratio is �1.5, indi-
cating that on average 50% more APs occur within the first 300
ms of an UP state compared with the subsequent 300 ms. In
contrast, after apamin application to the cortical surface this ratio
drops to �1 (Fig. 10J; p � 0.026 with Wilcoxon test; n � 12). In
summary, these data indicate that block of distal dendritic SK
channels in vivo increases ISI and abolishes the clustering of APs
at the beginning of UP states. This effect appears to be dendritic as
it occurs in the absence of a change in the mAHP at the soma or
the overall number of APs evoked during UP states (Fig. 10F,G),
and is consistent with the impact of local dendritic SK channel
block observed in vitro (Fig. 2).

Discussion
The results presented indicate that somatic and dendritic SK
channels have opposing effects on the excitability of cortical layer
5 pyramidal neurons. While somatic SK channels contribute to
the mAHP and limit AP output, dendritic SK channels enhance
dendritic spike generation and AP burst firing. Comparable ef-
fects of somatic and dendritic SK channels were observed in vivo.
Local manipulation of dendritic SK channel activity revealed that
dendritic SK channels increase dendritic excitability by promot-
ing the occurrence of dendritic calcium spikes. Consistent with
this idea, blocking dendritic SK channels decreased the width of
bAPs and increased the critical frequency for dendritic spike gen-
eration during high-frequency AP firing (Fig. 2), whereas en-
hancing dendritic SK channel activation increased bAP width
and decreased the critical frequency (Fig. 4). These counter-
intuitive results indicate that dendritic SK channels are likely to
promote, rather than inhibit, the impact of distal synaptic input
on AP output (Larkum et al., 1999b, 2009; Williams and Stuart,
2002).

Although the inhibitory impact of somatic SK channels on
neuronal excitability is well established (Schwindt et al., 1988a,
1992; Lorenzon and Foehring, 1992; Hirschberg et al., 1999;
Jones and Stuart, 2013), what underlies the excitatory impact of
dendritic SK channels? Calcium influx during dendritic calcium
spikes and bAPs was expected to promote activation of dendritic
SK channels, repolarizing the dendritic membrane potential and
curtailing these regenerative events rather than enhancing them.
This more traditional role of calcium-activated potassium con-
ductances is observed during activation of dendritic BK channels,
which have been shown to decrease dendritic calcium spike gen-
eration and duration in both cortical and hippocampal pyrami-
dal neurons (Golding et al., 1999; Benhassine and Berger, 2009;
Bock and Stuart, 2016a). Although the impact of SK channels on
dendritic calcium spikes in pyramidal neurons has not previously
been tested, in CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neurons SK channel
activation limits the duration of plateau potentials generated by
dendritic glutamate uncaging (Cai et al., 2004). In contrast, our
findings in cortical layer 5 pyramidal neurons indicate that den-
dritic SK channels act to increase the width of dendritic calcium
spikes as well as bAPs.

We hypothesize that this counterintuitive excitatory action of
SK channels on dendritic excitability arises due to constitutive
activation of SK channels, which acts to hyperpolarize the den-
dritic membrane potential. As we show in a single compartment
model (Fig. 8), hyperpolarization mediated by constitutive acti-
vation of SK channels reduces inactivation of dendritic calcium
channels and can enhance the generation of calcium spikes. Al-
though apamin had no detectable impact on resting membrane
properties at the soma, in recordings from apical tuft branches
blocking SK channels increased distal dendritic input resistance,
whereas enhancing SK channel activation had the opposite effect
(Fig. 7). These data support the idea that SK channels are consti-
tutively active at distal dendritic locations in layer 5 pyramidal
neurons. Our inability to detect an effect of apamin on dendritic
membrane potential presumably indicates that the hyperpolar-
ization generated by constitutive SK channel activation occurs at
a site distal to the dendritic recording location or within mi-
crodomains, possibly within dendritic spines. Constitutive acti-
vation of SK channels may also explain the excitatory impact SK
channels have on NMDA spikes in basal dendrites of layer 5
pyramidal neurons, where they act to decrease the threshold for
NMDA spike generation (Bock and Stuart, 2016b).
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Differences in constitutive activation of somatic compared
with dendritic SK channels could arise for a number of reasons.
For example, the affinity of somatic SK channels for calcium may
be lower than that of dendritic SK channels. Another possibility is
that the resting calcium concentration may be higher at dendritic
compared with somatic locations. Dendrites of cortical layer 5
pyramidal neurons are more depolarized than the soma (Stuart et
al., 1997), which may lead to calcium influx through dendritic

voltage-activated calcium channels at
resting membrane potentials (Magee et
al., 1995). This could drive constitutive
activation of SK channels in dendrites. A
third possibility is that the coupling of so-
matic and dendritic SK channels to cal-
cium influx through voltage-activated
calcium channels may be different. Con-
sistent with this idea, work in cortical layer
5 pyramidal neurons indicates that den-
dritic SK channels are more effectively
coupled to calcium channels than somatic
SK channels (Jones and Stuart, 2013).

The capacity of dendritic SK channels
to promote the generation of dendritic
calcium spikes was dependent on activa-
tion of R-type calcium channels (Fig. 6).
This observation is consistent with an ear-
lier finding showing that the reduction in
NMDA spike threshold by SK channels is
also dependent on activation of R-type
calcium channels (Bock and Stuart, 2016b).
Other work indicates that SK channels in
dendritic spines form microdomains with
R-type calcium channels during EPSPs
(Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2008) and bAPs
(Jones and Stuart, 2013). Together, these
data suggest that microdomains formed
by dendritic SK and R-type calcium chan-
nels are likely to be essential for their ca-
pacity to regulate dendritic excitability,
and that this interaction may occur in
spines. Finally, it is worth noting that al-
though previous work indicates that the
R-type channel blocker SNX482 can also
block A-type (Kv4.2/3) potassium chan-
nels (Kimm and Bean, 2014), this is un-
likely to have occurred in our experiments.
Block of dendritic A-type potassium chan-
nels would be expected to increase dendritic
excitability (Hoffman et al., 1997; Stuart and
Häusser, 2001). In contrast, application of
SNX482 decreased dendritic excitability, re-
ducing burst firing and increasing the criti-
cal frequency (Fig. 6).

SK channels in vivo
By blocking SK channels internally we
show that the reduction in cellular excit-
ability caused by somatic SK channels has
an impact on AP output in vivo (Fig. 9).
These data suggest that somatic SK chan-
nels will act to modulate the impact of in-
coming sensory information by reducing
the gain of cortical layer 5 pyramidal neu-

rons. In this respect, somatic SK channels of layer 5 pyramidal
neurons exhibit a similar function to that described to SK chan-
nels in other brain regions, like the hippocampus (McKay et al.,
2012) and a number of subcortical nuclei (Herrik et al., 2010; Gui
et al., 2012; Alix et al., 2014). In contrast, application of apamin to
the cortical surface indicated that dendritic SK channels promote
shorter ISIs and cluster AP output to the initial phase of UP states
(Fig. 10). These observations in vivo are consistent with our find-
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ings during block of dendritic SK channels in vitro, and provide
further support for the idea that dendritic SK channels act to
enhance dendritic spike generation and associated somatic burst
firing. Distal apamin applications in vivo did not influence the
somatic mAHP, indicating they were restricted to dendritic loca-
tions. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that applica-
tions of apamin to the cortical surface influenced network
activity, the finding that they did not influence subthreshold
membrane potential changes during UP and DOWN states
makes this unlikely. Overall, our findings are consistent with
other work showing that changes in dendritic excitability have an
impact on AP generation in vivo (Xu et al., 2012; Grienberger et
al., 2014; Palmer et al., 2014). Finally, it is worth noting that the
anesthetic used in our in vivo experiments (urethane) has been
shown to suppress the generation of dendritic spikes in vitro (Po-
tez and Larkum, 2008). As a result, we may have underestimated
the excitatory impact of dendritic SK channels in vivo, which may
be even greater in the awake, un-anaesthetized state.

From a functional perspective, layer 5 neurons receive direct
sensory input from thalamocortical connections mainly onto
their basal dendrites, whereas the majority of inputs onto distal
apical dendrites are comprised of top-down corticocortical con-
nections (Petreanu et al., 2009). Because dendritic spikes can act
as coincidence detectors during synchronized input to distal api-
cal dendrites (Larkum et al., 1999b, 2009; Williams and Stuart,
2002; Berger and Lüscher, 2003), they may play a role in functions
such as memory formation (Gambino et al., 2014). If so, den-
dritic SK channels may act to enhance synaptic plasticity in cor-
tical pyramidal neurons. Consistent with this idea, reducing SK
channel activation in prefrontal cortex deceases rather than in-
creases performance in working memory tasks (Brennan et al.,
2008).

In conclusion, we describe a paradoxical excitatory impact of
dendritic SK channels on neuronal output, which acts to enhance
the generation of dendritic calcium spikes and promote somatic
burst firing in vitro. More indirect experiments in vivo suggest a
similar role of dendritic SK channels when neurons are embed-
ded in their normal network. In contrast, somatic SK channels act
to suppress AP output both in vitro and in vivo. Understanding
how these opposing excitatory and inhibitory actions of SK chan-
nels influence learning and memory, as well as other tasks, will
require targeted modulation of somatic and dendritic SK chan-
nels in awake, behaving animals. Further work will also be re-
quired to unravel the precise cellular mechanism(s) underlying
the paradoxical excitatory effects of SK channels on dendritic
excitability.
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